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l. Answer all questions in one oi two sentences' hch question carries 2 marks'

L Define the term channeling'

2. Define diffusion.

3. List the factors influence the rate of drying'

4. Define Raoul's law.

5. List some equipments used for extraction' [sx2 =10]

PART -.8
[maximum marks : 3O]

Answer any five of the folowing questions ' E:ch question carries 5 mark'

l. Diffeientiate beween physical and chemical adsorption'

2. Write the selection criteria for Solvent in gas absorption'

3. List the apPlication of drYing'

4. Exptain the constructional details and working of the Krystal crystallizer'

5. Calculate the equilibrium compositions of the liquid and the vapour phases for a

mixture of methyl alchohol and water at a temperature of 3?3 K [50'c) and

under a pressure of 4O Kpa' Assume that both liquid and vapour behave ideally

V.P of methanol at 323 K (SOocJ = 53'32 Kpa

V.P of water at 323 K [5Ooc)

5. Explain Pate efficiencies-

7. Explain shank system.

= 12.33 KPA

[sx6 =30]

PART - C

[Maximum marks : 60]

[Answer one full question from each unit' Each full question carries 15 marks]

UNIT I

List the various types of adsorbents usd and their applications'

Methane diffuses at steady state through the ftbe containing helium'

At point 1, the partial pressure of methane is 50 kPa and at point 2

is 20 kPa. The point I and 2 are'lomm apart' The total pressure is lO5'6 kPa

and tem. 2gS KW"C). Calculate the flux of CH+ at steady state for equi

molar counter diffusion. Take the value of diffusivity as7 '24 x lO'5 m'z/sec' [)

tBl
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IV. Cas containing 2ok by volume of solute A is feed to an absorption tower at a rate of

0.35m'/s at299k(26"C) and lO6.558 kPa pressure and 95% of original solute is

removed by absorbing in the solvent B. Solvent containing 0.005 mole fraction of

solute enters the tower at top and exit liquid stream from absorption tower

contains O.12 mole A per mole B. Find out the flow rate of liquid solvent entering

the absorption tower on solute free basis. 051

UNIT- II

V. [a] Define [i] equilibrium moisture content [ii] free moisture content and

[iii] critical moisture content. t6l

tbl Solids are to dried under the constant drying conditions from 67o/o to 25o/o

moisture. The value of equilibrium moisture for material is l%. If the critical

moisture content is 40% and rate of drying in constant rate period

is 1.5 kg[m2.hJ calculate the drying time. Drying surface=0.5m2/ kg

dry solid. t9l

OR

VI [a] Define Dry bulb tempenture and Wet bulb temperature.

tbl A solution of sodium nitrate in water contains 48% NaNO: by weight

at 313 K [40"c] temperature. Glculate the percentage yield of NaNOs crystals

that may be obtained when temperature is reduced to 283 K 00"c1. AIso

calculate the yield of NaNOi crystals from l00kg of solution. Solubility of

NaNo: in waterat 283 K[O"c] is80.18 kgNaNorper100 kgofwater. 001

tsl
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VII tal Derive Rayleigh's equation for simple distillation. tsl

tbl lO0 kmol of a mixture containing 50 mole % n-heptane [more volatileJ and

50 mole % n-Octane B subiected to a differential distillation at atmospheric

pressure, with mole 50% of liquid distilled. Compute the composition of

the composite distillate and the residue using Rayleigh equation.

Equilibrium Data

X 0.5 o.46 o.42 0.38 o.34 o.32

Y 0.589 o.648 0.608 o.567 o.523 0.497

OR

VIII [a) A methanol-water solution contain 50% by Wt of methanol. lt is to be

continuously rectified in a column operating at atmospheric pressure

001.325 kPal to obtain a distillate containing 95% methanol and a residue

containing 5% methanol lby weightJ. The feed enters the cotumn at its bubble

point. lt is proposed to operate the column at a reflux ratio of 15. Find

graphically the number of theoretical plates required to effect a given

separation and the position of the feed plate.

X 0 0.05 0.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 o.5 o.7 0.8 0.9 l.o

Y 0 o.27 o.42 0.57 o.66 o]3 0.78 0.83 0.87 o.93 o.96 1.0

tl0l

0sl

UNIT - IV
lX tal Describe the working of spray tower with sketch'

tb) Differentiate between distillation and extraction.

OR

X tal Define the terms Raffinate and extract.

tbl Explain triangular diagram for liquidliquid extractor.

m

t8)

tsl
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